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Experiment 1: Spiral Squares

I wanted to experiment with
creating generative and
rotating art in p5.js. I knew I
would need to learn about the
rotate function, arrays, if
statements and perhaps
particle systems.

I began by creating an array of
rectangles and increasing their X
and Y coordinates with each
frame to make them move in a
straight line. I then tried rotating
them with different frame count
values.

I then created a circle outline with beginShape(); and
endShape(); functions. Instead of vertices, the circle outline
was drawn with smaller circles. At first, I wanted the squares
to move outwards from each position of these smaller circles.
I saw this code in this video:
Coding Challenge #36: Blobby!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rX5p-QRP6R4
push();
translate(width/2,height/2);
beginShape();
for(var i = 0; i < TWO_PI; i += 0.1){
var q = this.r * cos(i);
var w = this.r * sin(i);
for (i = 0; i < 7; i++) {
ellipse(q,w, 4, 4,);
}
}
endShape();
pop();
}

I figured out that I can use the
Sine and Cosine variables I used
for the position of the circles and
apply them to the x and y
positions of the squares and then
increase the number Sine and
Cosine are multiplied by. I also
rotated each square a bit each
time it looped. I used
rectMode(CENTER) to centralize

the origin of each rectangle.This eventually created a spiral and I started to work from
there.

var a = 1;//angle...
var rc = recarray[i].r * cos(i)* a;
var rs = recarray[i].r * sin(i)* a
 ;
...
rect(rc,rs, recarray[i].r + sp, recarray[i].r + sp);
...
rotate(a);
a + 10; // angle
alpha += 1;; // alpha
rc += 1;//cosine position
rs += 1; //sine position
sp += 0.15;//size

Initially I used the splice function in
the for loop to stop the spiral after a
certain number of rectangles.
If (rs > 180){
…
recarray.splice( i ,
1);
};

I also added an alpha value to the
color. To make my animation
interactive, I used a function to
rotate the sketch by(frameCount %
20). This creates an interesting,
blurry effect when the mouse is
pressed.

I wanted the squares to back reverse and
then loop the animation. Making the for
loop go backwards caused many errors so
I decided to reverse the x,y Sine and
Cosine position of each rectangle. This
created another problem; the size of the
squares was too big and kept increasing.
Then I changed the size of the squares
and reduced it with each loop. For some
reason, they started smaller than expected
and got bigger with each loop. Fortunately,
it created something different which looked
better than my original idea.

if (rs > 180) {
a = -10;
rs = -rs;
rc = -rc;
strokeWeight(5);
alpha = 4;
c = color(20, 240, 240, alpha); //blue
str = color(200, 20, 250, 8);
recarray[i].r -= sp;
sp = 3; // size
alpha -= 20;
}

As the animation came
back in, it went out again
with larger squares. This
caused the sketch to
slow down significantly
and ruined the fade
effect. The splice function
no longer worked so an
“if statement” stopped the
finished the length of the
array.
if (recarray.length < 360){
var rec = new Rectangle();
recarray.push(rec);
}

Which example you expanded (or detail how it is original)?
My original idea was to create a circular, rotating animation with particles flowing
in a straight line; similar to the examples above. I found it too difficult so I began
manipulating the array of squares and matched their X and Y position to Sine
and Cosine.
How you built upon the basic idea?
The squares filled the entire canvas and I was glad that it almost created an
optical illusion. So I created a revise spiral of squares and continued tweaking
colors, sizes, rotation and blend modes. I added rotation with the
mousePressed() function.
What is working and not working?
The animation is working the way I want it to but it does slow down overtime. I
also wanted to add a slow rotation to the overall canvas so the animation is not

static when it finishes. However, doing this changed the angle and the number of
rows that are created.
How you would expand this code given more time?
I believe adding a slow, overall rotation to the canvas could still work but it would
take to solve and change the angle and rotation of the squares. I also want to
make a 3D version of this animation.

FInal Shots

Code
var
var
var
var
var
var
var

angle = 0.0;
circle;
easing = 0.05;
recarray = [];
rotation;
increment;
maxDistance;

function setup(){
var canvas = createCanvas(1010,700);
rotation = 0;
increment = 0.1;
//canvas.parent("canvas");
//var step = frameCount % 10;
//applyMatrix(1/step, recarray[i].r, 1 / step, 0, 0);
}
function draw(){
background(40, 8, 50,9);
blendMode(LIGHTEST);
//noStroke();

//var circle = new Circle();
//circle.show();

if (recarray.length < 360){
var rec = new Rectangle();
recarray.push(rec);
}
translate(width/2, height/2);
for ( var i =
var
var
var
var
var
var
var

0; i < recarray.length; i++){
a = 1;//angle
alpha = 1;
sp = 0;//size
c = color(30,20,200,alpha);
str = color(255,0,20,2);
rc = recarray[i].r * cos(i)* a;
rs = recarray[i].r * sin(i)* a;

rotation += increment;
if(mouseIsPressed){
rotate(frameCount % 20);
}

for ( var i = 0; i < recarray.length; i+=1){// speed
of rotation
fill(c);
stroke(str);
strokeWeight(2.5);
push();
rectMode(CENTER);
rect(rc,rs, recarray[i].r + sp,
recarray[i].r + sp);
rotate(a); // rotates each square by the
angle;
a + 10; // angle

alpha
rc +=
rs +=
sp +=

+= 1; // alpha
1;//cosine position
1; //sin position
0.15;//size

if (rs > 180){
a = -10;
rs = -rs;
rc = -rc;
strokeWeight(5);
alpha = 4;
c = color(20, 240, 240, alpha);//auqa
str = color(200, 20, 250, 8);
recarray[i].t -= sp;
sp = 3;
alpha -= 20;
}
if (i === 340){

sp =- 0.12;
strokeWeight(10);
blendMode(SOFT_LIGHT);
}
}
}
pop();
}

function keyPressed(){
if(key === ' '){
splice(recarray, 360);
recarray = [];
clear();
}
}

//construction function
function Rectangle(){
this.x = width/2;
this.y = height/2;
this.vx = -1;
this.vy = -1;
this.r = 10;
this.t = 19.5; //square size going reverse
this.alpha = 255;
this.c = function(){
color(255,255,200);
}
this.move = function(){
this.x = this.vx;
this.y = this.vy;
}
}
function Circle(){
this.x =
this.y =
this.r =
this. vx

width/2;
height/2;
15;
= 3;

this. vr = 3;
this.show = function(){
fill(40);
//ellipse(this.x, this.y, this.r);
push();
translate(width/2,height/2);
beginShape();
for(var a = 0; a < TWO_PI; a += 0.1){
var q = this.r * cos(a);
var w = this.r * sin(a);
for (i = 0; i < 7; i++){
ellipse(q,w, 4, 4,);
}
}
endShape();
pop();
}
}
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